
 

 

K & W & DAUGHTERS DRIVER 
                     TRAINING SERVICES 
 
 
 
We are a family run firm with 20 years experience in the training field and 
take pride in what we do. Our pass rate is high and we have many happy 
people who can vouch for us. Here are a few pointers for your guidance on how to 
start on a maybe promising career with large goods vehicles. 
 
Obtaining a provisional licence to drive: 
*Medium goods vehicle (MGV) up to 7.5 tonnes C1 
*Medium goods vehicle with a trailer (750kg) licence group C1+E 
*Large goods vehicle (LGV/HGV) licence group C(RIGID) and C+E 
(ARTIC/DRAWBAR) 
*Passenger carrying  vehicle (PCV) licence group D1 up to 16 seats and D , licence 
group  for  53 seats + 
Car and trailer B+E for anyone who has a car licence and wishes to tow larger 
than 750kgs. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Customer Information 
 
Since 1st January 1997 new legislation has changed the way in which vocational 
driving licences are obtained. The following notes are intended to help you clearly 
understand what you must do in order to obtain a vocational licence. 
 
Firstly, you must have a full licence to drive a car -group B. If you require to drive 
a trailer larger than the 750kgs allowed you must take a test .It is illegal to tow a 
trailer without this test and it also makes any insurance invalid. 
You must be a minimum age of 18yrs for a C1 and C1+E and 21yrs for LGV or 
PCV. (A young driver’s scheme is operating to allow 18yrs up to 21yrs to drive 
large goods under certain conditions) 
 
The next stage is to complete the forms required to apply for your provisional 
licence, D2 and D4,(available from main tax offices/or on request from us) 
Making sure you tick the appropriate boxes marked C1, C1+E, C and /or D1, D on 
the form D2.Next arrange for a medical examination with a doctor of your choice  
, who will complete the “Medical Report” form D4 for you. 
 
When completed, forms D2 and D4 must be sent to the DVLA, Swansea together 
with your ordinary driving licence, the charge for this is free at present for a 
provisional. 
If all goes well, you should receive your upgraded licence back from DVLA within 3 



 

 

weeks. Make sure you check the entitlement you applied for as this could hold up 
any training you may be starting. This can only be done with a provisional on 
your licence. 
The theory test is next .There  are books and DVDs to help ,these can be obtained 
from any good stationers  .You can start studying before your licence is back but 
can’t take a practical test. There is the DSA website (www.dsa.gov.uk) which is 
good for practicing your mock theory. 
 
All now booked and ready to start training  
We are always here to help whatever the size of the query and we also do weekend 
training for people who can’t afford to have time off during the week. All normal 
courses are for 5 days (20hrs) 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Our contact details are 
Tel 01621  743246/Mob 07930200606/07951514187 
Email keithwilliamshgv@aol.com 
www.keithwilliamshgv.co.uk 
 
Detach here and return your payment ticking the category required before onset of 
training 
______________________________________________________________________________________
K&W&DAUGHTERS DRIVER TRAINING SERVICES 
19 Burnham Road 
Latchingdon 
Essex CM3 6EU 
If you agree to the terms please sign below and return to confirm your place  
Signature                                                            Full name 
Address                                                                 Tel.no. 
Cat. Required 
B+E_________C1________C___________C+E____________ 
PCV _________D1________D     
 


